Introduction.
In this paper the authors undertake to obtain a characterization and representation (analogous to the Riesz representation) for a certain class of essentially additive functionals over a space of continuous functions on a finite interval. By a change of scale this interval can be taken to be /: 0í£¿5íl;
and for convenience the functions x(t) are required to vanish at the origin. Thus our space is the Wiener space C [8] (1), and a suitable measure is at once available. We use the term "essentially additive" in the sense of "equivalent to additive," that is, equal almost everywhere to an additive functional. No continuity or even homogeneity is assumed. However, we shall in the hypotheses of our theorems always include a condition of Wiener measurability, and usually a requirement that the functional belong to L2(C). It will be understood that all functionals are finite-valued throughout their domains of definition.
In addition to characterization and representation theorems for essentially additive functionals of class L2(C), we obtain as by-products some even more striking results along different lines. Thus, it is shown that measurable periodic functionals with certain sets of periods must be essentially constant. It is also shown that two measurable additive (or essentially additive) functionals are equal almost everywhere or almost nowhere. This result is an immediate consequence of the following zero-one law.
Theorem
3. If M is a measurable subset of C which is a linear manifold over the field of rational numbers, then the measure of M is either zero or one.
Another rather interesting theorem which arises as a corollary to our representation theory is the following.
Theorem 7. Every additive (or essentially additive) functional of class L2(C) is essentially homogeneous, and, in fact, essentially linear.
To make this theorem precise, we state the following definition. Definition 1. A functional on C is "essentially" additive, homogeneous, linear, or constant if it is equal almost everywhere to a functional that is additive, homogeneous, linear, or constant, respectively. Here "linear" means additive and homogeneous, but does not imply boundedness or continuity.
The most important tools which we shall employ in the statements and proofs of our results are the generalized Riemann-Stieltjes integrals of Paley, Wiener, and Zygmund [7] and let f(t)EL2 on [0, l]. Let fn(t) be the nth partial sum of the orthogonal development of f(t) in terms of {<t>k} ; that is, let fn(t)= XXi c*4>k(t), where ck = rof(t)Mtjdt. Then we define the P.W.Z. integral flJ(t)dx(t) by the equation f f(t)dx(t) = lim f fn(t)dx(t), x EC, whenever the limit on the right exists. It has been shown by Paley, Wiener, and Zygmund [7] that the limit defining the P.W.Z. integral exists for almost all x£C and that this limit is essentially independent of the particular choice of the C.O.N. {<£*} in the sense that if {<£"} and {<£*} are any two C.O.N.'s all of whose elements are of B.V., then (<¡>)Jlf(t)dx(t) = (<p*)flf(t)dx(t) for almost all x£C. It has also been shown in [7] that fgfn(t)dx(t) converges in the£2(C) mean to flf 
where the existence of either side of the above equation as an absolutely convergent integral implies that of the other. in the sense that the existence of either side implies that of the other and the equality. This generalization, due to Maruyama [9] (which we will prove in §2), is the following theorem. 
in the sense that the existence of either side implies that of the other and the equality.
Some of the theorems on additive functionals which we shall prove in- and letfn(t) converge in the L2 mean on [0, 1 ] as n-*co. Then for any real number X, exp {\fofn(t)dx(t)} converges in the L2 mean on C as n^><*>.
Proof. By a simple calculation, using (1.1), we obtain f exp h I fm(t)dx(t)\ -exp i\ j fn(t)dx(t)\ dwx Since each exponent in the last member approaches the same limit as m and n approach oo, the lemma follows. Proof of Theorem 1. Case I. Let F(x) be bounded and continuous in the uniform topology. Let {«¿(í)} be a C.O.N. for which each element ak(t) is real-valued, continuous, and B.V. Let fn(t) = XXi oik(t)flf(u)ak(u)du, and apply the original translation theorem with Xo(t) ~ f'0fn(u)du. Then we have 1) and the measurability of the integrand of the left member is established. Since Jlfn(t)dx(t)-^flf(t)dx (t) for almost all x as «-><», it follows from Lemma 1 that the right member of (2.1) approaches the right member of 3. Statement of the fundamental lemma. In this section we state a lemma which is the basis for most of the results of this paper. Since the details are rather lengthy, we defer the proof until §8. In order to make the lemma apply both to periodic functionals and to additive functionals, we have introduced the constant K which is zero in the periodic case and unity in the additive case.
Lemma 2. Let {a.k(t)} be a C.O.N. of real-valued functions on [0, l], tf^O a fixed real number, A a set of real numbers which has at least one limit point Xo such that |X0| <supxgA |X|, and
Let F(x) be defined on C, of class L2(C), and such that for X£A and x£C,
where K is a constant. Then the Fourier-Hermite series of F(x) with respect to \ctk(t)} contains only a constant and first degree terms. Specifically^)
(2) Actually it is seen without difficulty that this series converges for almost all *, as well as in the Li(C) sense (see [6J). We do not bother to establish this refinement as it is unnecessary for our purposes.
Corollary. // F(x) is additive and of class L2(C), then (3.5) F(x) = 2J F(y)if x'(t)dy(t)\dwy; x^L2(I)-C.
Proof. Since F(x) is additive, (3.2) holds with A the set of rational numbers and K = i. If x(¿)?^0, so that /¿[x'(/)]2¿¿?í0, we can choose
in the lemma. The result now follows from (3.4). The case x(¿)=0 is trivial. 4. Periodic functionals and r-modules. As a consequence of the fundamental lemma, we now obtain a theorem which shows that if a functional has too many periods, it is essentially constant.
Theorem 2. Let {ak(t)} be a C.O.N. of real-valued functions, A a set of real numbers having a finite limit point, and ßk(t) = f'0ak(u)du. Let F(x) be measurable on C and such that (4.1)
Then F(x) = const, almost everywhere on C.
Proof. Case I. F(x)^L2(C). We apply the fundamental lemma with K = 0 and t= 1, noting that if (4.1) is satisfied for X, it is also satisfied for »X.
The result follows from (3.3).
Then Fn(x)(E.L2(C) and Fn(x+\ßk) =Fn(x). From Case I, Fn(x) =const. almost everywhere, and hence the same is true of F(x) =limn"00 Fn(x). We now show by counterexample that even if A is the set of all real numbers the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are not sufficient to imply that F(x) is constant everywhere on C.
Counterexample.
There exists a bounded measurable functional which has as periods all functions which satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order 1/4, but which is not identically constant on C.
For let M be the set of all functions of C which satisfy a Lipshitz condition of order 1/4. It is known [8] that mw(M)=i.
Define F(x)=xm(x), where Xiii(x) is the characteristic functional of AI. It is clear that this functional has the prescribed properties.
By use of Theorem 2, we establish a new form of the zero-one law. Definition 5. We call a subset M of C an r-module if for all rational numbers ri, r2
x, y E M -* f\x + r2y E M.
Theorem 3. Every measurable r-module has Wiener measure zero or one.
The proof of this theorem depends upon the following rather curious lemma. As the functional exp {p-lJoyo (t)dy(t) \ } is summable on C for any p., we conclude from the theorem of dominated convergence and (4.2) that mw(M\) is a continuous function of X. We now consider the sequence {mw(Myn)). The result follows by applying Theorem 5 to F(x) -G(x). Note that we do not require that F(x) and G(x) be measurable.
6. Characterization and representation theorems. We now characterize the essentially additive functionals of class L2(C). Theorem 6. A necessary and sufficient condition that a functional of class L2(C) be essentially additive is that its Fourier-Her mite development with respect to some real C.O.N. should contain only first degree terms. Moreover if this condition is satisfied for some real C.O.N. then it is satisfied for every real C.O.N.
Proof. The necessity of the condition follows readily from the fundamental lemma if we take K=t = 1, A the set of rational numbers, and apply the lemma to an equivalent additive functional F*(x). The constant term vanishes because the average of an odd summable functional is zero. It is also clear from the lemma that the conclusion holds not just for one real C.O.N., but for every real C.O.N.; that is, if F(x)(E.L2(C) and F(x) is essentially additive, then for every real C.O.N. {a^)} the F.H. development of F(x) contains only first degree terms.
The sufficiency of the condition follows quite readily from a theorem of Kolmogoroff [6] . However, a proof more in the spirit of the present paper is the following. Let F(x) be a functional of class L2(C) whose F.H. development with respect to the real C.O.N. set {ak(t)\ contains only first degree terms. Let us select a C.O.N. set of functions of B.V., {yj(t)}, and let the P.W.Z. integrals flak(t)dx(t) be defined with respect to {7y}. Then each foak(t)dx(t) exists and is linear for x on a linear subspace Ek of C of measure 1, and they all exist and are linear on the linear subspace £= XI™.i -E* which is also of measure 1. Now if Amii...,mN are the coefficients of the F. exists and is linear everywhere on £*. We now extend F*(x) from £* to a linear functional F**(x) defined everywhere on C. But as F**(x) = F(x) almost everywhere on C, it follows that F(x) is essentially linear and hence essentially additive. The final assertion of the theorem follows at once from this sufficiency result and the immediately preceding strong form of the necessity result.
Since our proof of sufficiency established not only the essential additivity of F(x), but actually its essential linearity, we have also established the following theorem. In a sense, Theorem 7 is a best possible result for L2(C), as we show by the following counterexample.
There exists a functional belonging to LV(C) for all p>0 which is defined and additive everywhere on C, but which is not homogeneous on C (and hence, of course, not linear on C).
Let S be the linear subspace of C consisting of all functions which satisfy for some h(x) the Lipshitz condition of order 1/4,
It is well known that ?mti(5) = 1. Let £(t) =/I/8, so that CES. Let S* be defined by S* = £ {y = x + (ri + >-2t)£; x ES; rlt r2 rational}, y and define F(x) on S* by F(x + (n + rsir)9 = x(l) + n, where x£5 and r\ and r2 are rational.
Then F(x) is uniquely defined and additive on 5*, but not homogeneous there. As S* is a linear vector space over the field of rational numbers, F(x) can be extended to a functional F*(x) additive over the whole of C which agrees with F(x) on S*. It is clear that F*(x)(ELP(C) for each p>0, while it is not homogeneous, as /*"*(£) = 1, F*(n^)=0.
We now establish the representation theorem for essentially additive functionals of class L2(C). Theorem 8. A necessary and sufficient condition that F(x) be essentially additive and of class L2(C) is that it be of the form (6.1)
Jo for almost all xGC, where f(t) G.L2(I). Moreover, if F(x) is essentially additive and of class L2(C), the function f(t) of (6.1) is given by
The sufficiency of the condition follows from the fact that the series defining the P.W.Z. integral converges in the L2(C) mean, and that any C.O.N. set of functions of B.V. makes flf(t)dx(t) additive (in fact linear) on a linear subspace of C of measure 1. Thus flf(t)dx(t) ÇzL2(C) and since this functional is defined almost everywhere, it can be extended to a linear functional on C. To establish the necessity of the condition, we note that as F(x) is essentially additive and of class L2(C), by Theorem 6 its F.H. series with respect to any real C.O.N. contains only first degree terms. We choose a particular real C.O.N. set of functions of B.V., say {a*(i)}, for the remainder of the proof. Let
where ak has the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 6. As $3"-i | ak\2 converges, there is a function f(t)Ç.L2(I) such that /(£)~ S*°-i 2ll2akak(t).
By definition of the P.W.Z. integral
where the series converges almost everywhere on C and converges in the L2 mean on C, so that F(x) = fof(t)dx(t) for almost all xÇ^C. Now by mean convergence and (1.1)
= X21/2a*(-I a*(w)a*w) = -I f(u)du,
from which (6.2) follows at once. 7. Additive functionals on L2. In the previous sections we have usually assumed that our additive functionals were of class L2(C). It is of some interest to see whether any results can be obtained if we replace the L2(C) condition by mere measurability.
We shall show in this section that additivity and measurability on C imply certain results on the subspace Li' (I) • J, where J is the set of elements xEC such that x'(l) =0. We first prove the following lemma. It is clear from these definitions that Gn~2)Gn+i, TE U (as OES), and also that TEEn-\-Gn. Define also (7. 3) Hn = £ |x= xn-y, yEEn).
For any set EEC we define -E= 6{x= -y,yEE}. Upon applying these estimates to (7.4) we find (7.5) mw (Gn) = e mw(En).
It is also known [1, 3] that the Wiener measure of any Hubert neighborhood of the origin is positive, so that mw(T)>0. Thus, as TCZEn-\-Gn, niw(E") -\-mw(Gn)^mw(T), and upon taking account of (7.5) we obtain mw (Gn) = (1 + e ) mw(T) (7.6) >0.
We have seen that Gn"DGn+i. Let lim G" = G00. Then, since for decreasing sequences of sets of finite measure the inner measure of the limit is the limit of the inner measure, upon taking account of (7.6) we find that mw(Gx)>0, so that Goo^O. Thus on G«,, F(x) = + °°, contrary to hypothesis. The preceding theorem yields an interesting method for the construction of nonmeasurable functionals.
Theorem 10. Let 0 be the linear subspace of L2 (I)-J such that x"(t) is continuous for all /£/, and let toEI-On © define F(x)=x"(t0). Then every additive extension of F(x) to the whole of C is nonmeasurable.
Proof. Suppose that F*(x) were an additive and measurable extension of F(x) to the whole of C. By Theorem 9 there exists a number B such that
Define xn(t) =Jt0dvf\e-n^-'ddu. Then x"£9 and xn'(t) =e-»i<-'oi, so that we must have F*(x") = l. Thus 1 ^/J(/¿e-2n|í-1oid¿)1/2, which is impossible as /¿e-2"!'-^->0 as m-»oo.
8. Proof of the fundamental lemma. Formulas (3.3) and (3.4) will be established (under the hypotheses of the lemma) by expanding both members of (3.2) in F.H. series and comparing coefficients. This comparison will show that all but the constant and the linear terms drop out of the expansion.
The expansion of the right member of (3.2) is trivial, as all the coefficients are the same as those of F(x) except for the constant term, which is increased by \KF(ßk). To expand the left member of (3.2) (which is of class L2(C) since it is equal to the right member), let Since the addition of extra zeros as subscripts after the subscripts of Bmi,...,mn does not change the value of this coefficient, we may assume without loss of generality that » = &, and we make this assumption henceforth. As a matter of fact, we get all the information we need from the special case mk = 0; and we therefore also make this assumption. We now compute the integral in the last member of (8.2) by expanding the coefficient of F(x) in a F.H. series thus: (8. 3) where exp ¡2t\ j ak(t)dx(t)ivmi,...,m"(x-\ßk) DH,.--^t= nAi,"',i.,
The expansion exists, since the left member of (8.3) is of class L2(C) because each factor is of class ¿4(C). Again, we can increase v by adding zero subscripts if necessary, to obtain without loss of generality v^n^k.
We proceed to calculate the coefficients Dlll,...,l¡r by making a translation (Theorem 1) and using the Wiener formula (1.1) to evaluate the Wiener integral depending on v linear functionals. We also use the orthonormality of the {a,} and the {V}, and the fact that mk = 0. Thus 
